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 Video Window in Labmaster 

1.1  Introduction 

The LabMaster Video window displays real-time video from the camera attached to the microscope, by 
using the Video Blaster board connected to the VGA card.  The Video window makes a second 
monitor unnecessary because the video image is placed on the same VGA monitor as the LabMaster 
device controls. 
 
The Video Blaster board is capable of displaying real-time video in the Windows environment by 
intercepting the VGA card's display information, using  the VGA card's feature connector, before it 
arrives at the VGA monitor.  Once it receives the VGA information it places the real-time video, stored 
in the video frame buffer, wherever it sees a certain color "key".  LabMaster uses the color magenta as 
a color key to display the real-time video from the video board.  If another window containing the color 
magenta is placed on top of the real-time video window, the real-time video will be shown where the 
color magenta appears. 
 
Any image shown in the LabMaster Video window can be saved to disk in a variety of image formats, 
or copied to the Windows Clipboard for pasting into other Windows applications.  Calibrating the 
Video window to the current microscope magnification allows the user to move devices using the real-
time video image and the mouse, and to measure structures on the wafer using the Video Ruler. 

1.2  Calibrating the Video Window  

The Video Calibration procedure is used to calculate the relative pixel size for a given microscope 
magnification value.  The calculated pixel size is used by the Video Ruler to calculate the size of 
objects that are measured in the Video window, and is also used to calculate the distance to move a 
device(s) when moved using the mouse and the Video window.  To clear all of the calibration data for 

a magnification level (including the Auto-Par Center/Focus data) select the  button in the 
Video Calibration dialog box. 
 
Each microscope objective should be calibrated using the Video Calibration procedure described 
below. Each time a microscope objective is changed, the corresponding magnification value should be 
selected via the Setup | Magnification menu or the toolbar button item so that the correct calculated 
pixel size is used. 
 
If LabMaster is controlling an A-ZOOM Microscope, the user can choose to have LabMaster 
automatically adjust the video calibration data to compensate for the current zoom level.  This 
automatic adjustment works best when the user has performed the video calibration procedure at a 
higher zoom factor. 
 
If LabMaster is controlling a Motorized Turret, the user can choose to have LabMaster associate the 
first four magnification values with the four objective positions on the turret.  This will allow 
LabMaster to automatically switch the magnification when the turret is rotated. 
 
To Calibrate the Video window for a known magnification: 
 

1. Select the Video | Calibrate... menu item.  The Video Calibrate dialog box will be 
displayed and all active devices will be deactivated on the Toolbar.  If an MP-2000 Series 
Probe Station is present it will be automatically selected as an active device otherwise the 
PMM or MP-1100 will be selected as the active device.  The user may select another device 
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to use for calibration if so desired, however, the same device must be used for the entire 
procedure. 

 
2. Using the Motion Control dialog box align an object or line on the wafer with the left inside 

edge of the Video Calibrate dialog box.  Depress the  button. 
 
3. Using the Motion Control dialog box align the same object or line on the wafer with the 

right inside edge of the Video Calibrate dialog box.  Depress the  button. 
 
4. Using the Motion Control dialog box align an object or line on the wafer with the top inside 

edge of the Video Calibrate dialog box.  Depress the  button. 
 
5. Using the Motion Control dialog box align the same object or line on the wafer with the 

bottom inside edge of the Video Calibrate dialog box.  Depress the  button. 
 
6. Depress the OK button.  The Magnification dialog box will be displayed. 
 
7. Enter the current microscope magnification value and depress the OK button.  LabMaster 

will allow up to six characters/numbers to identify the magnification level.  If LabMaster is 
controlling an A-ZOOM Microscope and you would like LabMaster to automatically adjust 
the video calibration data to compensate for the current zoom level, check the automatic 
adjustment check-box.  If this box is checked, the word 'Auto' will appear after the 
magnification value in the video related LabMaster menu items.  Depress the OK button. 

 
8. The Video window is now calibrated for this microscope magnification. 

1.3  Auto-Par Center/Focus Calibration 

This function is only available in systems that contain a PMM and should be performed after 
the Video Calibration procedure is finished.  When the Auto-Par Center/Focus calibration 
has been completed and a new magnification level is selected from the Setup menu or from 
the toolbar, LabMaster will automatically move the PMM to adjust for differences in the 
centers and the focus points of the objectives on the microscope.  The accuracy of the Auto-
Par Centering/Focusing movements will depend on how well the calibration procedure has 
been performed.  It is important to note that all microscope objectives must be calibrated at 
the same time in order for the PMM position adjustments to function correctly.  Pushing the 
OK button without pushing the Center or the Focus button will cause LabMaster to clear 
that type of calibration data for that particular microscope objective and no position 
adjustments will occur when changing to/from that particular magnification level. 

  To perform Auto-Par Center/Focus calibration: 
1. Select the Video | Auto-Par Center/Focus Calibration menu item.  The Auto-Par 

Center/Focus calibration dialog box will be displayed. 
2. Follow the instructions to select a microscope objective. 
3. Move the PMM to align the cross-hairs on the screen with a position that will be easy 

to duplicate using all of the magnification levels. 
4. Press the Center button. 
5. Make sure that the object is focused. 
6. Press the Focus button. 
7. Repeat this procedure for each objective as indicated. 
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